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How's the Market?
A September flurry of activity capped off a record breaking third quarter for 
real estate sales in Routt County. The surge in demand is the result of people 
wanting to live or have a vacation home in the Colorado mountains as people 
reconsider how they work and live during and after the COVID pandemic. Sales 
volume in September alone was an astounding $178M. When compared to last 
year’s healthy $65M the results are staggering. For the 3rd quarter (July, August, 
September), there was $434M in closed sales volume, well more than double the 
volume of any previous quarter.

The story is the same in resort communities across the country, especially 
Colorado mountain towns. Telluride sales volume is up an astonishing 120% YTD, 
while Aspen (+72%), Crested Butte (+38%) and Vail (+29%) are seeing massive 
increases in activity as well.

Not surprisingly this activity has caused inventory to drop to all-time lows. There 
are now only 203 residential properties for sale in Steamboat Springs.  When you 
remove the 67 fractional units, that leaves only a measly 136 properties on the 
market. A market is considered in balance when there is around six months of 
available inventory. With only 2.6 months of inventory, Steamboat is clearly in an 
extreme sellers market. A different tale is being told in large metropolitan cities 
like San Francisco where inventory has hit a 20-year high and in New York City 
where sales volume is down 46% on the year.  It’s clear we are in the midst of an 
urban exodus.

When demand is greater than supply, prices rise as well. The median price of 
a single family home in Steamboat is up 10% from last year, now at $1.02M.  
Condos/Townhomes are not rising at the same pace but are still up 6%, now at 
$461K. The luxury market has been impacted the most by this demand surge.  
There have already been 46 sales above $2M compared to 20 in each of the 
previous two years. This is a similar story across the country as luxury sales are up 
drastically nationwide.

While luxury buyers have clearly not been harmed by the pandemic, it’s a different 
story for renters. Nationwide, experts predict that as much as 45% of renters are 
at risk of being evicted in the coming months.

It’s hard to fathom sales can continue at such a torrid pace given the inventory 
restraints. However, had we made the same statement three months ago we 
would have been proven very wrong. 

Year to Date Stats

Sold Single Family Homes
164 vs. 209

+27%

Single Family 
Home Stats 

2019 vs. 2020

Source: REcolorado Market Statistics for zip code 
80487 (Steamboat Springs) through 10/14/20

Median Days in MLS
45 vs. 45

No Change

Median Close Price
$955K vs. $1.1M 

+15%

Condo/
Townhome Stats 

2019 vs. 2020

Sold Condos/Townhomes
289 vs. 336

+16%

Median Days in MLS
34 vs. 21 

-38%

Median Close Price
$405K vs. $445K 

+10%
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Routt County Total Sales Volume
For July, August and September Combined

A Third Quarter For The Ages
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The third quarter of 2020 shattered records for real estate sales in Routt County. The COVID pandemic has 
shifted the way many people view their living situation which has led to a massive spike in demand for 
Colorado mountain resort communities. Despite record low inventory sales continue at a torrid pace.
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Steamboat +31%

It's Not Just Steamboat

Vail +29%

Aspen +72%

Telluride +120%

Crested Butte +38%
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Home Prices Rapidly Rising
Median Home Prices 
Year Over Year

Single Family Homes Condo/Townhome All Residential Properties

Steamboat

Routt

$1.02M

$461K
$580K $525K

+6%
+13%

$765K

+6%

$445K
+17%

+10% +15%
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A couple of years 
ago, the Steamboat 
Pilot and Today 

moved their offices and 
printing press out of their 
23,000 sq. ft. building on 
Curve Plaza near Elk River 
Rd. Until not long ago 
the future of the space 
was unknown. However, 
developer Kevin Riegler 

recently purchased the building and is proposing to adapt the premises to 
a mix of residential, retail and restaurant areas.

Riegler, a Steamboat resident, saw a gap in the affordable housing market 
for the seasonal and long-term local workforce. The development will offer 
54 residential units with one, two and three-bedroom layouts, 3,000 sq. 
ft. of restaurant, bar and lounge space, plus a substantial fitness facility, 
adventure desk and equipment storage. 

The building is surrounded by ample space, which could eventually 
become a park. If planning is approved, the project could be completed 
within 18-24 months. 

Riegler has led several significant developments focused on urban 
regeneration and sees the Basecamp as an opportunity to create a 
community hub. The idea is to repurpose the building, while keeping the 
existing industrial feel. “The goal is to build with the intent to give the 
community different reasons to go there,” Riegler said. “I’m a huge believer 
in the future of west Steamboat.”

Riegler believes the concept of Steamboat Basecamp resonates with 
mountain life. “We want to stay true to the Steamboat lifestyle and give 
people another option to live, hang out and work all in one place.”

New Development Spotlight – Steamboat Basecamp

BASECAMP BY THE 
NUMBERS

38 1-Bedroom Units

16  2/3-Bedroom Units

3,000 SF Restaurant, Bar 
and Lounge

3,000 SF Fitness Facility

730 SF Adventure Desk 
Facility + Equipment Storage

State Approves Routt County Requests for Safe at Home Level 1

• Personal Gatherings : Increase 10 to 25 People
• Outdoor Events :  Increase to 50% of Capacity, 250 

People Max
• Indoor Events : Increase to 50% Capacity, 175 

People Max
• Current Restaurant Variance No Longer in Effect
• Group Sports and Camps : Increase 25 to 50 People
• Retail, Offices, Personal Services and Limited 

Health Care : Stay the Same
• Places of Worship : Increase to 50% Capacity, 175 

People Max

LEVEL

SAFER AT HOME

PROTECT 
OUR 

NEIGHBORS

STAY 
AT

HOME

LEVEL 1
LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Learn more at www.covid19routtcounty.com



Coronavirus Impacting Commercial Real Estate

While the housing market is red-hot, offices, shopping 
malls, retail and other commercial real estate properties 
across the country have been hit hard by the pandemic. 

According to Lisa Popovich, the executive director of Main Street 
Steamboat, most Steamboat Spring-based retailers did better than 
expected this summer but are still well behind in sales compared 
to last year.  She said part-time residents who spent much of the 
summer in Steamboat, played a huge part in supporting local 
merchants and restaurants. A few retailers have shut their doors, 
which Popovich said were for reasons beyond just the pandemic. 

Two new restaurants, The Yampa Valley Kitchen and Sauvage, recently had successful openings. Business owners in 
Steamboat Springs remain cautiously optimistic. 

Like other mountain towns in Colorado, Steamboat is hugely reliant on tourism to support the local economy. Some 
sectors are faring better than others, such as the outdoor industry, which has seen a boom in sales due to COVID.  Of 
course, businesses that depend on large group gatherings to be successful such as movie theatres, concert venues and 
bars are hurting the most.

The Yampa Valley is still considered affordable compared to other mountain towns along the I-70 corridor, which makes 
it a serious contender for developers.  Commercial loans are at historic all-time lows and long-term investors from out-
of-town locations are looking at Steamboat beyond the current COVID crisis. 

Coats during COVID were the order of the day recently, when Colorado 
Group Realty set out on a mission. Not even a pandemic could stop 
the group’s annual Coat Drive, which has been a community staple 

for years. “We are so fortunate for the folks at CGR, who continue to 
ensure our neighbors do not go cold,” said Sue Fegelein, Executive 
Director, LiftUp of Routt County. 

“This year's Coat Drive was a great success. We collected over 400 
coats,” said Jessica Whalen, a broker associate with CGR and one of the 
event organizers. “I always feel honored that we host this event, 
especially when the donors drop off coats and are so appreciative of 
us being out there to support the community.” 

Coats For Our Community

“We don’t know what’s ahead of us, but we have hope that our local businesses can weather the coming months 
and have a good winter,” said Greg Breslau, a commercial real estate broker with Colorado Group Realty.  “Usually 
tenants move to new locations in spring and fall, but we are not seeing that so far.”

Teleworking has had an impact not only on residential real estate, but also on the demand for office space and 
live/work units. “Usually we have more options for prospective buyers or renters, but despite the COVID-related 
challenges, we still don’t have much inventory,” Breslau said. 
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